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Computation, in the context of a digital designing process, is redefining
architectural practice. Architects are developing new sets of tools which are
dramatically changing the typical way of design procedure. The paper describes
the research assumptions, problems and solutions proposition, aimed at creation
of a real-time form finding tool for architects based on engineering methods.
Through intersecting architectural form evaluation with engineering analysis and
optimisation tools it is highly intended to offer the opportunity to variety of
architects and designers to use the exceedingly complex and compound process
for their design improvement. The form finding tool, to be effective and reliable,
has to provide immediate feedback to a designer. This requirement enforces a
software developer to use more sophisticated solutions. The paper focuses on
possibilities of already known engineering procedures acceleration such as Finite
Element Method or Topology Optimization for effective implementation in
architectural design process.
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INTRODUCTION
It is observed that computation, in the context of
a digital designing process, is redeﬁning architectural practice. Architects are developing new sets
of tools which are dramatically changing the typical
way of design procedure(Kępczyńska-Walczak and
Białkowski, 2014). Fast spreading of generative design techniques allows to extend existing form ﬁnding processes with engineering solutions. Amalgamate of architects' design experience and precise
engineering tools through generative design procedures, can bring new and undiscovered forms to contemporary architecture.

BACKGROUND
Idea
The stimulus for the current research was the master thesis outcomes of the co-author of the paper,
entitled "Load Reactive Morphogenesis" (2013). The
idea was to make use of dynamically developing
generative and parametric methods of design to apply them in design process. Basically, the diploma
project considered bone-tissue behaviour as a principle for the deﬁnition of a material distribution system into adaptable structures for architecture. Based
on Wolf's law, which describes the transformations of
material patterns in bones in response to changing
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stress distributions, the building system optimized
material densities according to variable loads. The research led to numerical algorithms which were principle to understand analysis and optimization methods. The knowledge of these algorithms helped correctly prepared and designed initial conditions that
were able to receive the most eﬃcient main building
structure, with wide freedom of form creation (see
ﬁgure 1).

Numerical Methods
For the structural analysis of the building, Finite Element Method (FEM) (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2005)
referred to as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) by some
authors, was chosen. It is a computational technique
used to obtain approximate solutions of boundary
value problems in engineering. Simply stated, a
boundary value problem is a mathematical problem in which one or more dependent variables must
satisfy a diﬀerential equation everywhere within a
known domain of independent variables and satisfy
speciﬁc conditions on the boundary of the domain.
On top of FEM, which is analytical method, Topol-

ogy Optimization (Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2004; Liu,
2014) was applied. The eﬃcient use of materials is
important in many diﬀerent settings. Topology Optimization is a mathematical approach that optimises
material layout within a given design space, for a
given set of loads and boundary conditions, such that
the resulting layout meets a prescribed set of performance targets. It could be implemented through
the use of ﬁnite element methods for the analysis,
and a variety of optimization techniques such as the
method of moving asymptotes, genetic algorithms,
the optimality criteria method, level sets or topological derivatives.

Topology Optimization ﬁrst applications
The application of engineering method such as
Topology Optimization for architectural purpose has
been developing for a few years now by the theoretical research (Stromberg et al., 2011; Dombernowsky
and Søndergaard, 2009). The Qatar Convention Centre in Doha design by Arata Isozaki (2010) and Design
of Wall through Extended ESO by Akutagawa Project
(Ohmori, 2010) show the ﬁrst attempt to combine
Figure 1
Load Reactive
Morphogenesis –
research outcome
structure. View on
the building from
front (on left) and
back (on right) .
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Figure 2
TopoArch
algorithm.

architectural form ﬁnding process with engineering
tools as a general design tool applied to real buildings. Nonetheless, most of engineer software, on
which that project was based, requires high abilities
and knowledge to operate on. Their explicit user interface and, moreover, plethora of options and decisions which user has to make, put it as highly speciﬁed software dedicated to the limited range of users.
The work of Mostafavi et al. (2013) investigates tools
creation based on Topology Optimization, but its solution requires special environment delivered by external software.

QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of the research is to create a form ﬁnding
real-time tool for architects based on the engineering method of Topology Optimization. The project
codename "TopoArch" highlights the basic functions
of the future tool. Unlike the complicated and expensive commercial tools for engineers, TopoArch is
planned to be easy to use for architects, fast and efﬁcient. None special knowledge about continuum
mechanics will be needed to use it. By developing
this tool, it is highly intended to give the opportunity to variety of architects and designers to use the
exceedingly complex and compound process to improve their designs. On the other hand, for a fast
and eﬀective design process and its evaluation, the
designed software needs to provide an immediate
feedback to a designer. The most important part of
TopoArch is the core part of the algorithm (see ﬁgure
2) which is responsible for engineering calculations.
It performance will have the greatest impact on the
application functionality. It is worth to mention, that
whole optimization part will perform on high density
meshes, which will push the boundary of outcome
quality. Nonetheless, applying engineering tools for
architectural purposes puts a tool designer in a diﬃcult position. At this stage of the project a lot of questions have arisen.

The guidelines clearly highlight the basic feature
which the application needs to follow. At the very
beginning authors needed to answer two basic questions: purpose of the application and end users. Actually, these two questions are blinding the most important issue: the platform. The choice of the environment in which the algorithm would be work-
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ing was the hardest decision for the authors. It was
caused by the number of possibilities given by each
programming language with speciﬁc environment
and capability of implementing external libraries.
The choice of the platform was highly inﬂuencing the
second question answer: how will this tool be used
by the end user? So, the principles had to be clearly
deﬁned at the beginning. To fulﬁl the objectives, an
algorithm should be easy to use, open access, without any plug-ins or third party software needs. It has
to be portable with the eﬀective and pleasant three
dimensional environment and friendly user interface,
and, what is more, with abilities to perform fast BLAS
(Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms/Subroutines), ATLAS and MMA (Method of Moving Asympthotes) operations (MMA - Svanberg (1987), GCMMA - Svanberg
(2007)[2]).

TOPOARCH API
Platform
At the very beginning of the project Java was the
base API for the TopoArch. It was chosen because
of author's knowledge and scripting experience in
this language. For the ﬁrst tests, all data needed
to FEM subroutine was prepared in Grasshopper3d
and exported to Java applet subsequently on top
of FEM, Topology Optimization script would be performed. After optimization, data could be imported
to Grasshopper for further post process. However, after a few months of work, script reached step where
very big sparse matrix multiplication was performed.
Java showed low performance and revealed its abilities to overused memory. At the same time questions about intuitiveness of this solution appeared.
The principal objectives of easiness and avoiding the
third party software were not satisfying. Additionally, a low performance and lack of proper GUI tools
led to nowhere. After this fails, authors began looking for better solutions. Actually, the decision making process was very complicated. An answer to
one question brought new, more complicated issues.
Although, after taking into consideration all of the
guidelines once again, the performance problem and
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aims of algorithm, some solutions were chosen. The
most natural choice of platform for the numerical calculation would be C/C++ languages. However, ﬁnally, instead of C/C++, a higher level language from
.NET Framework family was chosen. Despite of a few
disadvantages, such as slightly lower performance
then C/C++, C# provides a availability of plenty numerical, 3d environment and miscellaneous libraries.
But performance of the language was not the only
criteria during the decision making process. Simultaneously, the accessibility of tools and solutions
was taken into consideration, allowing to wrap the
project numerical core with a friendly and nice looking environment. After some research on 3D engines,
our attention was kept by Unity toolkit for games creation, since it allows to create an application in C#.
Its pleasant GUI, easy to use interface and continuous development, convinced to be a good base for
future application. The additional advantage of C#
use was the possibility to apply solution and whole
framework, to create a highly eﬃcient Topology Optimization plugin for Rhinoceros Grasshopper3d in future.

Scripting Challenges
Creation of new tools, adjusted to the nowadays performance requirements, enforces a software developer to use more sophisticated solutions. It is necessary to mention here, that by performance authors
understand both, modern device computational capability which increases logarithmically and contemporary designers expectations towards applied tools.
Especially, a designer's expectation for tools eﬃciency, immediate and real time reaction to changes
are highly observed in other ﬁelds of the computer
science, such as photorealistic rendering techniques,
solar analysis, building information modelling. Engineering numerical methods are highly parallelizable,
however, even now, when typical workstations are
equipped with several CPU cores, not all of the cores
are used by FEM routine due to its serialization. It is
necessary to stress that Finite Element Method, used
extensively as a analysing process for Topology Opti-

misation, is highly time consuming as a resultant of
ﬁnding a large number of unknowns. They can be
found, by solving linear equation system (see formula
1), where [K] is a coeﬃcient stiﬀness sparse matrix, {u}
is unknown deﬂection of the system and {F} is a vector
of the forces applied on it. Many solvers were developed to solve this most popular equation including
direct (Gaussian elimination) or iterative (Conjugate
Gradient Method) solvers.
[K] · {u} = {F }

(1)

Another vague problem to be answered is the assembly of previously mentioned stiﬀness matrix commonly named [K]. Even if this matrix is computed
once at the beginning of the algorithm, it can
equipped as much computational time as solving linear algebraic equitation's. This part of FEM subroutine is the hardest part to be parallelized, because of a
diverse connection between elements, especially on
unstructured meshes. There can be found two main
types of matrix assembly procedures in literature: ElementByElement (EbE) or Nodal. The ﬁrst method
overwrites values in diﬀerent parts of K matrix by connectivity pattern contained inside each element. Parallelization of this ﬁlling technique, causing memory
access conﬂicts, in computer sciences is named race
conditions. To solve this issue, the atomic operation
or graph colouring approach can be applied (Michalski and Sczygiol 2010; Latrach, 2010; Markall et al.
2013). In both approaches, random write to sparse
matrix in CRS format without precomputed sparsity
pattern complicates fast ﬁlling it by none-zero values.
On the other hand, the Nodal approach can bring
a lot of redundant computational as described by
Cecka (2011). This issues have to be solved to achieve
the high eﬃciency algorithm. This method is essential for Topology Optimisation, therefore its eﬃciency
has the greatest impact on the whole algorithm performance.
Furthermore, during topology optimization process some ﬁlters are applied on the top of optimization process. The common one is sensitivity ﬁlter,
which is crucial to eliminate checker pattern appearances during optimization. However, ﬁlters appli-

cation requires various information from neighbour
nodes surrounding the current node. The problem
to solve is the improvement of subroutine for searching the closest points from clouds of huge number
of points. The issues of parallelization or available
solutions for a faster algorithm execution are mostly
dependent on the environment the scripts are based
on.

Tweaking Performance
To perform real time Finite Element Method subroutine, an algorithm needs to be parallelized on many
threads. For easy mathematical operations, which
need to be repeated many times, GPU demonstrates
higher performance by speeding computation up to
20 times. GPGPU (General Purpose computing on
Graphics Processing Units) allows to exploit parallel
architecture pipeline to bring a new approach to a
real time application. Based on scientiﬁc researches
(Schmidt and Schulz, 2011) authors came up with an
idea of developing and implementing own Topology
Optimization algorithm enhanced with the GPU acceleration. As a result, based on CUDA API (Sanders
et al. 2012)[1], the extension of C language, FEM subroutine and TO algorithm will be developed. The innovation of TopoArch will be its multiplatform capabilities. The host code (performed on CPU) is going
to be implemented on .Net C# with acceleration kernels based on CUDA (GPU). Thanks to these solutions,
it will be possible to easy hide the whole numerical
approach using Unity3D graphical environment.
The main reason for implementing a new TO
solver is the inclination to improve its functionality. First, the TopoArch discretization mesh will be
based on a constant hexahedral element with precalculated local stiﬀness matrix [Ke], which controls
stiﬀness relation among 8 nodes contained in element. Because of the immutability of the element
geometry matrix could be precomputed (Lui 2014).
In three dimensional approaches each relation contains 9 values arranged in 3 x 3 matrix (see formula
2). The whole [Ke] matrix is keeping 24 by 24 values, and because of its permanence it is stored in a
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device constant memory. This approach has both,
advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand
there is no need of element integration calculation,
what means faster script evaluation. On the other
hand, less accuracy during FEM domain description
is observed. The latter can be dimed by usage of
high density meshes with more detailed representation. Secondly, nowadays TO algorithm performs
optimization process based on one initial mesh with
constant structure under a whole process. Authors
plan to implement subroutine reminiscent of adaptive mesh. The whole optimization process will be
divided into phases wherein, at the beginning, the
algorithm will check material densities. Nodes with
density value close to 0 will be removed from K matrix
and remaining element will be subdivided. That solution allows to gradually eliminate unnecessary material with mesh reﬁnement at the same time. After
this operation it will be necessary to rebuild K matrix.
That is why the solution for the stiﬀness matrix assembly, mentioned in previous paragraph has to be
fast and reliable.


x.x x.y x.z
y.x y.y y.z 
(2)
z.x z.y z.z
Afterwards studying research examples on available algorithms for matrix assembly implemented on
GPU, authors came up with their own solution. To
allow fast data ﬂow inside kernel, shared memory
was taken into account. To eliminate race condition, a nodal approach was chosen. One CUDA kernel block is responsible for one node in FEM mesh.
The block contains two dimensional arrangement of
threads, where X dimension is maximum neighbourhood nodes equal to 27 and Y is amount of stiﬀness
coeﬃcient per neighbour node equal to 9 (see formula 2). Such thread organisation assumes computing one none-zero value (NZ) by one thread in block.
That eliminates race conditions. In order to further
assembly acceleration and wrap divergence elimination, a whole assembly process is performed, based
on special pattern of values stored in array.
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This pattern as a characteristic relation parent neighbour nodes, can be present in 3d manner (see
ﬁgure 3 and 4), or in array (see ﬁgure 5). For each
neighbour node, numbered from 1 to 27, the conﬁguration of certain stiﬀness coeﬃcient is prepared.
Pair of coordinates presented in formula 3 represent
address of values stored in [Ke] matrix. By knowing
this correlation, 9 values can be obtained from matrix
and proceeded by thread. However, the array presented in formula 2 cannot be directly implemented
inside CUDA.
Figure 3
Node neighbours
map with node
mapping to
element local
stiﬀness matrix [Ke]

Figure 4
Parent node
neighbourhood
map with mapping
to element local
stiﬀness matrix [Ke]
- Random element
arrangement
around node.

Figure 5
Parent - neighbour
node correlation
array with element
indication.

scribed above, a sparsity pattern can be easily computed, what eliminates problems described above.
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nVidia GPGPU represents SIMD computational approach, which means: Single Instruction Many Data.
This type of computational philosophy enforces user
to use ﬁxed sized arrays for all thread in certain kernel. Therefore, data has to be arranged in a linear
manner as showed in formula 3. Vector {CoRel} contains 64 values with correlation inside [Ke] matrix. Eid
is a true/false pattern indicating existence of current
element in parent node surrounding. On formula 3,
{Eid} is showing element id, for better reader understanding of its existence and relation with other vectors. Last array, named {Ind}, containing 27 values
allows algorithm to split previous arrays into proper
portion of data. It is worth mentioning here, that approach allows to coalescent read of data from global
to shared memory. After whole calculation all values have to be stored in a new global stiﬀness matrix. Due to FEM model characteristic, even 90% of
the matrix can be ﬁlled by 0 (zeros). To compress data
storage a sparse type of matrix is used. More speciﬁcally, CRS format, allow to use plethora of numerical
libraries available for GPU computing. For fast and
eﬃcient sparse matrix assembly ﬁlling data needs to
be delivered row by row. It is caused by the elimination of row coordinates and replacing them by indicates. Each random write to CRS matrix brings the
consequences of restructuring all data arrays (values,
column coordinate and row indicates), what aﬀects
the performance. Thanks to the nodal approach de-

In order to obtain the system deﬂection data needed
to continue optimization, equitation system (see formula 1) has to be solved. GPU accelerated libraries
delivered by nVidia CUDA Toolkit such as cuBLAS,
cuSPARSE or cu SOLVER supply the most suited solution to determine unknowns. Both libraries, cuBLAS
and cuSPARSE, implement tools to perform various
matrix and vector operations, their decomposition
and transformation. The diﬀerence is in the input
entities. The ﬁrst one operates on dense matrices,
second on sparse. Library named cuSOLVER oﬀers
many tools for solving various problems. The most
interesting one, for authors, is iterative Conjugant
Gradient Method for resolving linear system of equitation. Furthermore, inbuilt subroutines like MMA
(Svanberg, 1987) or simple design variables updates
used in Topology Optimization can take advantage of
GPGPU.
Another issue is searching for the node closest
neighbour to apply for instance sensitivity ﬁltering
or greyscale ﬁltering, to avoid checkerboard problem during optimization. A solution for such problem
can be found in the application of Octree subroutine
since it eliminates needs of looping through all points
in design domain.

CONCLUSION
Topology Optimization as a material distribution
method based on numerical approach can be successfully enhanced by contemporary computing
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tools. The solution proposed by authors might contribute to enhance its performance. By achieving
real-time algorithm execution on dens FEM meshes,
it could be oﬀeed as a form ﬁnding tools for architects. Successful research results in the Load Reactive Morphogenesis work induce for further intensive
research work. The authors are convinced that more
questions to be answered will appear during further
development of the algorithm, when its application
to analyses of the whole procedure of form ﬁnding
process is completed. The project is planned for two
years more, however the experiments and results already achieved contribute to the ECAADE 2015 discussion since the ﬁnal product aim is a real time design tool.
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